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Abst rac t  
In this paper we study the existence of empirical distributions ofG/G/l queues via a sample- 
path approach. We show the convergence along a given trajectory of empirical distributions of
the workload process of a G/G/1 queue under the condition that the work brought into the 
system has strictly stationary increments and the time average of the queue load converges 
along the trajectory to a quantity p < l. In particular, we identify the limit as the expectation 
with respect o the Palm distribution associated with the beginning of busy cycles. The 
approach isvia the use of a sample-path version of Bene~ result describing the time evolution of 
the workload process. It turns out that the Bene~ equation leads to consideration of the 
renovation arguments similar to those used in the framework of Borovkov's renovating events. 
Keywords: Workload; Bene~ equation; Stationary increments; Empirical distributions; 
Ergodicity 
O. Introduction 
Recently, there has been a great interest in the development ofpathwise techniques 
for the analysis of storage models and in particular queueing systems. This is because 
pathwise techniques give great insight on the transient phenomena ssociated with 
queues which stationary pointwise analyses do not provide. Moreover, the sample- 
path arguments are intuitively appealing since they can be used to provide pedagogi- 
cally simple ways of establishing several queueing formulae; see Br6maud (1992) and 
Sigman (1991). As a matter of fact, the pathwise approach is essentially a deterministic 
approach based on the analysis of the trajectories of the processes and on the ergodic 
theorem. 
In a recent paper, Bardhan and Sigman (1995) have shown that in the context of 
storage models, a stationary regime exists if the work brought into the system is 
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asymptotically stationary and the empirical limit of the work brought in is strictly less 
than 1. They proved the result by a coupling argument showing that under the above 
conditions there exists a finite coupling epoch when the process couples with the 
stationary workload process. In the framework of queueing theory, the existence of 
a stationary regime is assured by Loynes theorem. An excellent discussion of Loynes 
theorem can be found in the monographs by Baccelli and Br6maud (1994), Brandt 
et al. (1990), and Borovkov (1976). An alternative and independent approach in 
Borovkov (1978) relies on the notion of renovating events. 
In this paper we study the existence of stationary distributions for G/G/1 queues 
with assumptions only on the inputs. In particular, we are motivated by the question 
as to whether it is possible to prove the convergence ofempirical distributions for the 
virtual waiting time (or workload) process without invoking the result of Loynes but 
by direct pathwise arguments. When the input has strictly stationary increments hen 
we can show the convergence of the empirical distributions along the trajectories. In
addition, if the input is ergodic then the limiting empirical distribution corresponds to 
the stationary distribution by the uniqueness of the stationary distributions. 
The approach is via the study of the pathwise volution of the workload and in 
particular a pathwise version of the Bene~ formula (Borovkov, 1976). Preliminary 
results on the pathwise behavior of the workload are given in Mazumdar et al. (1992), 
where the existence of a recurrence property for the state {0} as well as the conver- 
gence of the empirical distribution at {0} was shown. These results also play an 
important role in proving the convergence of the empirical distributions. 
1. Notation and basic results 
Throughout this paper we assume that the processes are defined on some stochastic 
basis B = (O, ~-, P, F) which satisfies the usual conditions (i.e., the processes are 
cfidlfig and ~-adapted). The filtration F = (~) ,~ is assumed to be right continuous. 
Consider a single server queue with infinite capacity whose arrival and service 
processes are general, denoted by G/G/1 in the usual notation of Kendall. The arrivals 
are assumed to form a point process {Jf~} whose points are denoted by t,, 
n = 0, 1, 2, ... with to ~< 0 < tl < t2 < --- and which is supposed to be simple and 
locally finite (i.e. {X,} has a.s. only a finite number of points in every finite interval). It 
is assumed that customer n who arrives at time t, requires an amount of Y, units of 
work and we define that right-continuous process { Yt} as 
Vt  >/O, Yt = ~ Y,~tt,,t.+0(t) • (1.1) 
n=0 
We also define the processes {S,} and {X,} by 
Vt >~ 0, St = f l  Ys dN, and X, = S, - t. (1.2) 
S, is the amount of work brought into the system by all the arrivals in (0, t]. 
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Let w, denote the workload (amount of work in the system) at time t. Process {wt} 
satisfies the following evolution equation, which corresponds to an equation of 
reflection at 0 for the process {Xt}: 
Vt>~0, (1.3) 
We first state the following result which corresponds to a pathwise version of Bene~ 
formula. The proof readily follows that given in Borovkov (1976) and is as a conse- 
quence omitted. 
Theorem 1.1 (Pathwise version of Bene~ formula). For almost all oJ in 0, the following 
holds: 
forx>~O,~(w,<~x)=~{x,<~xl =~x ~Ix,-x.<~ .. . .  =o/du, 
(1.4) 
for x <~ 0, 0 = ~Ix,~< x} - ~-~x ~Ix,-x,~ . . . .  =o} du, 
where O+/Ox denotes the right partial derivative operator. 
We now recall the following proposition, which establishes the recurrence of state 
{0} and the existence of the limit for the empirical distribution for the workload at 
point 0. This fact is well-known in the literature (see Borovkov, 1978 for example) and 
a proof under the specific assumptions of this paper can be found in Mazumdar et al. 
(1992). 
Proposition 1.1 
hypothesis that 
(Recurrence of state {0}). Let oo be an element of f2. Under the 
(H1) lim St(~o) = p(~o) < t, 
t~o¢: t 
we have 
lim wt(co)_0 and lim-1 I t 
,~  t t~o t Jo ~tw°=o) du = 1 - p(~o). (1.5) 
Proposition 1.1 ensures the existence of busy and idle periods for the queue. Let 
{JV't b} be the point process counting the busy periods and let d,, n = 1, 2, 3 . . . .  denote 
the points of point process {dVtb}. Also, let f., n = 1, 2, 3 . . . .  denote the first instant 
after d, the workload process returns to 0. 
f,  ~> d, and without loss of generality, we assume that the workload at time origin is 
zero and we set fo = 0. f.  is the instant of the end of the nth busy period and the 
beginning of the (n + 1)th idle period. From Proposition 1.1,f, ~ ~ and d, ~ ~ as 
n ~ ~ and for t ~ [f ,_  1, d,), w, = 0 (i.e., the intervals I, = [f ,_,  d,) denote the idle 
periods of the queue). 
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Remark. A very simple consequence of the above result is that all trajectories of {wt} 
couple in a.s. finite time for any finite initial conditions with the sample path of the 
workload process which starts with initial workload 0, the coupling time depending 
on the initial conditions. Thus, asymptotically all trajectories of {w~} can be taken to 
correspond to the trajectory with initial condition 0. A similar result showing the o(t) 
behavior for the workload process in a multi-server queue has been shown in 
Guillemin and Mazumdar (1994). 
2. Pathwise Analysis of the Queue Behavior 
In this section, we consider a pure pathwise analysis of the queue behavior. For this 
purpose consider a non-negative r al x and ~o ~ ~2, and assume that 
1. the stability hypothesis (HA) is satisfied and an empirical mean for the point process 
{~} exists, i.e., 
(H2) lim ~4~(c°) - 2(cJ) > 0, 
2. An empirical mean for the process {~/~/t b} counting the beginning of the busy 
periods of the queue exists, i.e., 
(H3) lim ~'v~b(co) -- 2b(O~), 
for some ),b(O)) > 0; this assumption entails 
lim d ,_  1 (2.1) 
t~  n )~b' 
Given the above notation and assumptions, let us now rewrite the pathwise Beneg 
equation in the complementary distribution form, namely 
fl fl  +;ifl ~ . . . . .  ) ds = ~',xs> ~l ds - ~ ~,~x~- x ........ ~oI ds du. (2.2) 
From assumption (H1), Xt --* - ~ as t --* ~ and hence, the empirical mean for the 
complementary distribution is guaranteed if 
l im l f l i i~ ,x_x -  . . . . . .  =oldsdu 
t~orJ t 
exists. 
Before proceeding to the main result of this section, let us prove some preliminary 
technical lemmas. 
Lemma 2.1. Under assumptions (HA), (H2), and (H3), the limits o f ( l /N)  ~u= 1 ( dn  - -  in  - 1) 
and (l/N) ZN,_ l ( f, - d,) as N ~ ~ exist and are equal to (1 - p)/2b and p/2b, respectively. 
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Proof. By definition, {d,} is an increasing sequence, which tends to infinity as n ~ ~. 
Since, 
1 N dNN d~l ~vI~N .~1 (d , - f . _  ~)-  ~lw~=O} ds, 
we have the announced result for the convergence of(I/N) ~u= l(d, _ f , _  1) as N ~ oc 
by using Proposition 1.1 and Eq. (2.1). Moreover, since 
N N 
du= ~ (d , - f . _ j+  ~' (f,_ , - d,_ ,) 
n=l  n=l  
with the convention do = 0, it is easy to see that Eq. (2.1) implies 
_1 ~, (d _f,)__. p 
N ~b n=l  
as N ~ ~. This completes the proof of the lemma. [] 
Using the simple fact that for a sequence {an} convergent in the sense of Cesaro, 
an/n ~ 0 as n ~ ~, we immediately deduce the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. Under assumptions (HI), (Hz), and (Ha), ( f , -  d,)/n converges to 0 as 
Lemma 2.3. Under assumption (H1),for u E In, there exists Tn < ~ such that T, >~ d,, 
and for all t >1 Tn, Xt - X,  <~ x. 
Proof. Let u ~ I,. If we suppose that contrary of the lemma; then there exist a se- 
quence {Uk} with UR E I, and a sequence {tk} with tk-- '~ as k ~ such that 
Xtk - X,~ > x which implies that Xtk > x + X,~ >~ x + Xd= since the function Xt is 
decreasing on In. But, this would contradict the fact that Xt --* - ~ as t ~ ~.  [] 
In the following, we choose 
T. = inf{t ~> dn: Vu ~ In, Vs ~> t, X~ - X. ~< x} (2.3) 
and we can write 
~ ~Ix~- x°> ~', ds = ~ ~Ix~- x~> ~ ds 
for u ~ In, t ~ T,, and x >/0. 
Lemma 2.4. Under assumption (H1), the time Tn defined by Eq. (2.3) satisfy Tn- 1 <<. T,. 
Proof. By definition, 
Vu~I. ,Vs~> Tn, X~- -X .~<x~X~<x+X, .  
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Since {X,} is decreasing on {u: w. = 0}, X~ >1 XdL  1 = X f . _ ,  ~ X u for v e I ._  1 and 
u e I.. It follows that 
Vu~>T, ,  Vv~I , _ l ,  Xs~<x+X~, ,  
and then, T , _ I  ~< T,.  [] 
Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 enable us to define 
M, = max{n ~< ~b:  T.  ~< t}. (2.4) 
Lemma 2.5. Under assumptions (H1), (H2), and (H3), the increasing function M,  is such 
that limt~ oo Mt = oo and 
~/K, b - M,  
lira - 0. (2.5) 
t ~ ao ~t  b 
Proof. If we assume that Mr does not converge to infinity as t ~ oo, Mt being an 
increasing function of t converges to some constant Mo and then TMo + 1 = ~,  which 
contradicts Lemma 2.3. Hence, l imt~ Mt = oo. 
Now, assume that (JVt b - Mt)/JVt b does not converge to 0 as t --+ ~.  Then, there 
exists a sequence tk such that tk -* ct~ as k ~ ~ and 
~b - -  Mtk -- 1 JUt b 
t, (2.6) jVb >e and - - - -2b  <E [ tk 
for some e > 0. For  convenience, we choose e < min{2b, 1} so that 
~,bt~ -- Mt~ -- 1 > e(2b -- e)tk > 0. (2.7) 
By definition, there exist Zk >>- tk and ak e IM, , such that X~ - X~ > x. In particular, 
t+ 
4,,b 
Zk -- ak >>- Z ;  g'M,, + E (d. -- f . -1) .  
For  k sufficiently large, writing Cauchy's criterion for the convergence of ( l /N) 
N Y,.=l(d. =L-a )  to (1 = p)/2b as n --+ oo yields, given that JV,~ and Mr, tend to oo as 
k --+ oo, 
y (d. - f . _  1) y (d. - f . _  ,) > - 
x M,~ + 1 n= i=1 
for some arbitrary e' > 0. Then, by using inequality (2.7) and choosing k sufficiently 
large so that the above inequality is satisfied and 
4-b 1 ~'. 1 - -p  
JV',~. ~= 1(d. - f . _  ,) >- - ,228  
we can write 
1 w,~, 
Mr, + 1 2.. n=Mtk+2 
(d. - f . _ , )  = \ m,, + 1 ~ .=,  ~ (d. - f . _ , )  
1 .~2 1 M,+ 1 
+77  Z (d.-f._,) Y 
~/ ' tk  n = 1 Mr, + 1 . = 1 
(d. - L -O  
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Hence, 
• ~'tbk 
(Y ,b - -M,_ - -1  1 
~>\ M, ,+ I  ~ .=,E  (d . - f . _ , ) -e '  
e(1 - p)(2t - eRR 
>i - -  e'. 
22b(Mt, + 1) 
e(1 - p)(2b -- e) e' M,~ + 1_~ Y Id.-f.-,)>.tk 
n = M, k + 2 22b tk I 
Using inequalities (2.6), - (Mt~ + 1)/tk > (e -- 1)0.b + e). AS a consequence, we have 
( ) 2 (d. - L - , ) />  tk ~(1 - p) ( ,~ - e) _ ~, (1 - e)(,~b + e) • (2.8) 
n = M,, + 2 2~'b 
Choosing e' sufficiently small, specifically 
e(1 - p)(2b -- e) 
2> g', 
22b(1 -- e)(2b + e) 
we can exhibit under the assumption that (W, b - M,)/W, b does not converge to 0 as 
t -~ oo a sequence (Zk, ak) such that Tk and ak tend to infinity as t --, oo, X~ - X~ > x, 
and from inequality (2.8), 
Y. (d. - L -x ) />  k,t~ 
n=Mr~+2 
for some constant k, > O. 
Using a very simple geometric argument, it is easy to see that inequality 
Xt~ - X,~ > x entails 
f£  x,~ 
1 t~ 1 
~b tk n = M,  - 2 
and thus, since f~;~ - d ~,~ >>. ~ y~ dN~, 
>~- ~ (d.-f,_~)>>.k,. 
tk n=Mt,+ 2 tk ~/;tk d~,, 
This implies that 
lim sup - -  
ke,~. b~>--U > 0, 
which is in contradiction with Lemma 2.2. It follows that (jffb _ Mr)/jV.tb converges to 
0 as  t ~ .  [ ]  
Under the additional assumption, 
,H,, lim l ff" ff - -  ~ {x. = x. > x} ds du exists and is equal to L, N--*or~ N n=l  n-t 
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noting that 
! ds du 
t = . i 
1,;);? 
+ - ~ ~ {x~- xo > ~/ds du (2.9) 
t n=Mt+ 1 , 
an easy consequence of the above lemmas is the following result. 
Proposition 2.1. Under assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3), and (H4), we have 
l iml f l f i~{x~x-  .. . . .  =o}dsdu=2bL. (2.10) 
t ~ ct3 t 
From Proposition 2.1, it appears that showing the existence of the limit of the 
empirical complementary distribution of the workload is equivalent to showing the 
existence of the limits on the r.h.s, of the equation 
1;: fS~{x_x.>~;w=o}dsdu A/ ' tb[+ "~ f f  ° f: ] - = ~{x, -xo>x} ds du , 
t t n=l  . - t  
which is tantamount to showing the existence of the limits 
~t b 
5a~ = lim - -  
t ---~ oo t 
and £0 2 lim 1 ~ f f" f~  = -- ~ Ix, - x° > ~/ds du, 
u~o~ N .=1 . t 
(2.11) 
since for n ~< M,, S d, ~, ~a. ~ fn 1 U ~ {S  s _ Xu > x} ds du = y._ , ~ {x, - x. > x~ ds du and (JVt - M,)/ 
t ~ 0 as t ~ ~.  This enables us to state the main result of this section. 
Theorem 2.1. For given 09 ~ f2 and x >~ O, under assumptions (H l), (H2), and that limits 
5el and £P2 exist, the emperical distribution of the workload process defined by limt~ o0 
(1/t)S o ~{ . . . .  /ds exists. 
The condition that limits £,e 1 and L,e 2 exist cannot be shown directly under the hypo- 
theses (H0 and (H2) without more structure on the underlying driving process {S,}. 
3. Sufficient conditions - Stationary inputs 
We show in this section that a sufficient condition, which ensures the existence of 
limits 5¢1 and 5¢2, is that the input process is stationary (and ergodic). Specifically, the 
arrival point process {~} and the process describing the work brought into the 
system are assumed {0,}-consistent, where {0t} is a flow of automorphism defined on 
the stochastic basis ~. The reference probability P is {0,}-invariant (i.e., P o 0, = P for 
all t/> 0). In addition, if the reference probability P is {0t}-ergodic (i.e., ifA e ~ is such 
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that 0 A = A for all t ~> 0, then P{A} = 0 for P{A} = 1), the process {Y~} and the 
increments of the process {Xt} are ergodic. 
In a first step assume that the input process is stationary only. In that case, the 
limits appearing in assumption (HI) and (H2) exist. Indeed, we have from the ergodic 
theorem and by using the consistency of the input process with respect o the shift 
operator 0 defined by 0 = 0t,: 
and 
lim JV; 1 1 d~f £(09) (3.1) 
,-o~ t -- lim.-~o~ t,/n --: E° [ t l l J ]  = 
lim S~ 1 ,~  t -~°[ t ,  l j ]  E° [Y° I J ]  aef p(09), (3.2) 
where go is the expectation with respect o the Palm probability pO associated with 
the point process {~/~,} and J is the field of the sets invariant by the shift operator 
0 (i.e., ~ = {A ~ ~:  OA = A}). In the following, we assume that 
1 
p(09) - EOl_tllj. ] E° [Yo I J ]  < 1. (3.3) 
Given that the quantities appearing in the above inequality, defined as conditional 
exceptations, are random variables, the above inequality is a pathwise stability 
condition. 
Using similar arguments as in Brandt et al. (1990), it is easily checked that the 
process {d,+ 1 - -  d,}, >~  is Oh-stationary, where Ob is the shift operator defined by 
~)b = Od2-d," We give hereafter some details for the sake of completeness. 
This result is essentially due to the renovating property satisfied by the process {w,}. 
Let w, = w~.T i.e., the workload process een just before the arrival instants. Then 
W,+l = max{0, w, + I1. - t,+l + t.}. 
By assumption the process {4,+1}.>~1 defined for n/> 1 by 4,+1 = Y , -  t,+l + t, is 
P-consistent. Let 6, be the indices such that wa, = 0. By definition d, = ta°. 
Noting that 
w,+ 1 =f (w, ,  ~,+ 1), 
where the function f is measurable, we have (without loss of generality we can take the 
initial condition to be 0, see remark following Proposition 1.1) 
w, =f(0 ,  4), 
w2 =f ( f (0 ,  41), 42) = w.(0, 41, 42), 
w,(O, ¢i, 42 . . . .  ,4,) = f (w , -1  (0, 41 . . . .  ,4,-1),  ~.,), 
and then, 
6.+ 1(o9) - 6.(09) = min {k:k  >~ 6, + 1, Wk 0, ~a.+ 1(09), ..-, 40.+k(09)) = 0} 
= min{k: k ~> 1, Wk(O, ¢o, +2(0~"-~'09) . . . . ,4~, +k(0~"-~'09)) = 0} 
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by using the 0-consistency of the process {~,+ 1}, ~> 1. It is easily shown by induction 
that 
t~n+ I(O))  - -  tSn(O)) = (~2 - -  61) (O2 -1  O)) for n ~> 1, 
where Ob is the shift operator defined by Ob = 0 a2-a' = 0a2-a,. Hence, the process 
{d. + 1 - d,}, ~> 1 is Oh-stationary. 
It then follows that the Palm probabil ity pO associated with the point process 
{yb},  ~> d, is Ob-invariant and hence, point process {jffb}, ~ a, is stationary. Further- 
more, if P is {0t}-ergodic (i.e., if the point process {Jfft}, > o is ergodic), then pO is 
Ob-ergodic and the process {Y,b}t ~> d, is ergodic (see Bacelli and Br6maud, 1994 for 
more details). 
Now by definition, 
f ,  - d, = inf{s > 0: Xa.+s - Xd; = 0}. 
Using again the {0,}-consistency of the input process, it is easily checked that the 
process {f, - d,},/> 1 is Ob-consistent and then stationary. 
Finally, note that 
"fl {x~ x. > x} ds du = ~ {x~ - x. > ~} ds du 
n =1 n-I "=1 n l 
f?f; = "~ {x, - x, > ~} ds du n=l  
and that the terms appearing on the r.h.s, of the about equation are Oh-consistent for 
n>~2. 
We now have all the material necessary to establish the existence of the empirical 
distribution for the workload process. Indeed, from the ergodic theorem, we have 
JUt b 1 1 
lim - -  - - (3.4) 
,-+oo t l im.+~ d,/n E°[d, l Jb] ' 
where Jb  be the field of the sets invariant by the shift operator Ob (i.e., Jb  = {A e ~:  
ObA = A}) and NZb ° is the expectation with respect o the Palm probability Pb °. In the 
following, we note 
1 
/~b (O)) def (3.5) 
= fFOEalA]. 
2b defined as a conditional expectation is a random variable and the mean intensity 
2* of the point process {jffb} defined by 2~' = E ° [dl] satisfies 
2b ~:b = 1. (3.6) 
Moreover, since 
lim l ~ l  f f"  f f  [ f ] °  I f  ] - -  { {x ,  - x ,  > .q ds du = ~o { {x ,  - x ,  > ~} ds du [ aCb N+o~ N n=l . 
(3.7) 
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and 
lim 1 ~ l  fi'° f ;  I f~ ' f~  J - -  ~ {x~ - x ,  > ~} ds du = E ° ~ {x, - x .  > *1 ds du I Jb  , 
N~oo N n=l  . i 
(3.8) 
it follows that 
N~ ~ N ~ ~x, x. > ~I ds du = n :° ~ Ix, x, > ~,,,. = o/ds dul ~b • 
n = ] n tq  
(3.9) 
This allows us to state the following result. 
Theorem 3.1. Under the assumptions that the input process i stationary and consistent 
with the flow {0,} and that 
1 
p(¢o) ~ ~°[Yo l~]  < 1, 
E°[ t~ l J ]  
where J is the field of the sets invariant by the shift operator 0 = Otl  , the empirical 
distribution of the workload process exists for all x >~ 0 and is 9iven by 
lim 1 ~ ~ . . . . .  1 ds go ~ ~x, ds du ] Jb  
,-.oo 7 = - ,~b ~x - x .>x,w~:01 , (3.10) 
where Jb is the field of the sets invariant by the shift operator Ob defined by 6)b = Oa2-a~. 
In the above theorem, the empirical distribution is in fact a random variable. 
A stronger result can be obtained under the assumption that the input process is 
ergodic, which ensures that j = {O, f2} and Jb  = {O, Q}. In the case, 2b is a constant 
and equal to 2g', 2 is also a constant equal to mean intensity of the point process {~},  
and p = 2F°[Yo]. Specifically, we can state the following result, which is an easy 
consequence of the above theorem and the ergodic theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. Under the assumptions that the input process is stationary and eryodic 
and that p ~f 21 :° [Yo] < 1, the empirical distribution of the workload process exists and 
is given by 
lim -1 f '  41 . . . . .  } ds - - - -  ~---~ nz ~ lx  . . . . . .  o=0~ ds  a.s.. (3 .11)  
for all x >~ O. 
Proof. From Baccelli and Br6maud (1994), if P is {0t}-ergodic, then the Palm prob- 
ability po is Ob-ergodic, which implies that J = {0, f2} and Jb = {0, ~2}. Moreover, in 
that case, 2b is a constant equal to the mean intensity of the point process {,~b}. 
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Applying then the mean value formula (see Baccelli and Br6maud, 1994, Eq. (3.10) 
becomes 
'imlfo  +IY; ] - ~(w~>x) ds = E ~ :0ids t~o~ t - -~X {X=-Xo>x,w. 
and then, by using the {0,}-consistency of the input process, 
lim 1 fo - ~{w,>,} ds  -- [fo 1  - c~ IF ~x  . . . . . .  o=0~ ds  . (3.12) 
This completes the proof. [] 
4. Conc lud ing  remarks  
In this paper, we have used the pathwise version of Bene~ formula to establish the 
existence of empirical distributions under different stationarity and ergodicity condi- 
tions. In fact, the pure pathwise analysis of the queue behavior yields a sufficient 
condition for the existence of empirical distributions. However, this condition is 
rather difficult o verify the probabilistic assumptions (namely, stationarity assump- 
tions) are necessary tostate further general results. This clearly shows the limitation of 
the approach based on the deterministic analysis of queues. 
In effect, the pathwise version of Bene~ formula llows us to reduce the study of the 
existence of empirical distributions for the workload process to what happens at state 
{0}, exactly as in the framework of Borovkov's renovating events. Note, however, that 
the use of Bene~ result has enabled us to establish theoretical results on emprical 
distributions of the workload process without requiring the stationarity and the 
ergodicity of the input process as in Borovkov's framework. 
Finally, although once the renovation property is established, the convergence of
{W~+"}k >~ 0as n --* oo to a stationary process {w~} is readily established from renova- 
ting event heory, which implies the existence of the limit of the empirical distribu- 
tions, what we have shown in this paper is the precise interpretation f time average 
limits, without invoking the fact that {wt} converges to a stationary process. 
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